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Abstract

THEMIS Solar Telescope

This presentation gives an overview of recent ground-based
campaigns measuring the exosphere. Four facilities
observed Mercury concurrently in late October 2021. In
daylight, the THEMIS and Dunn solar telescopes mapped
sodium and potassium at very high spectral resolutions. In
twilight, Mercury’s Na tail was measured with a long-slit
spectrograph at the Apache Point 3.5m telescope, and with
the IoIO coronagraphic imager out to more than 100
planetary radii. Each of these facilities has unique strengths
and together they provide synoptic coverage. Daylight
observing is a means to regularly measure the exosphere
alongside BepiColombo, and the new adaptive optics
system at THEMIS and Rapid Imaging Planetary
Spectrograph at Dunn will help serve this application.
Measurements of the escaping Na tail constrain the budget
of sources and sinks in the exosphere and help identify
transient enhancements from ion sputtering or meteor
impacts, since with higher energy these preferentially
escape.

 Daylight observing can monitor Mercury during the BepiColombo cruise and
nominal mission
 R~2 x105 imaging-spectroscopy (e.g., Leblanc et al. 2008, Mangano et al. 2015)
 Data obtained Oct 28-Nov 7, 2021 (except occasional clouds)

Apache Point

Dunn Solar Telescope
 Formerly NSO, now
NMSU-operated
 Daylight observing can
monitor Mercury during
BepiColombo
 R~105
imagingspectroscopy using the
Rapid
Imaging
Planetary Spectrograph
(RIPS; Schmidt et al.
2020, Lierle et al. 2022)
 Testing of potassium D1 promising.
 Data Oct 25, 28 & 29 2021. Analysis TBD, raw & 2018 RIPS data:






 3.5 telescope, remotely operable
 R~1200 spectroscopy of the Na tail
in twilight
 Sensitive to emissions 4-20 RM
downtail, <1hr temporal changes.
 North-south asymmetries often seen
especially nearest the planet’s
nightside. Northern lobe of the tail is
typically enhanced by 10-15%,
indicative of “sloshing” effect and
southern hemisphere sources.
Structure is clearly variable, some data exhibit near symmetry, but
thus far the southern lobe of the tail never appears brightest.
Instrument dying, campaign w/ replacement planned in April 2022.
Potassium tail was detected at least once, shown below.
Data obtained Oct 24-29 2021.

 Sodium enhancement in the north, despite the expectation of higher
plasma precipitation in the south.
 Linewidths and Doppler shifts are additional data products

IoIO
 Small 35cm coronagraph dedicated to
observing Io (Morgenthaler et al. 2019).
 12Å FWHM filtered imaging of the Na tail
over hundreds of planetary radii.
 Tail width is a new constraint on the energy
of the escaping population.
 Data obtained Oct 24-29 2021.
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